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Burl Walnut.  

Dark Bamboo.  

Brushed Aluminum.

But do you have a favourite 

financing option yet? 

 

4AB Burl Walnut Wood 

4AP Poplar Light Wood

4AZ Dark Bamboo Wood

4AS Poplar Grey Wood

4AD Brushed Aluminum

4AT High Gloss Black



Why finance? 

There’s just something satisfying about owning your own vehicle. You can 

accessorize and customize it to your liking. There are no mileage restrictions  

or caps. And as no other vehicle holds its resale value better than a BMW, 

financing makes just that much more sense.

Well done. 

While other shoppers deliberate over cosmetic options – as enjoyable as that  

is – you’re busy devising a plan of how to acquire the most BMW for your 

money and how best to pay for this major purchase. It’s never too early to think 

about financing decisions, as you well know.



Financing through BMW Financial Services is exhilarating.

And by exhilarating, we mean intelligent and flexible. A smart vehicle purchase should  

be supported with a smart purchase plan. Here, you’ll find more financing options and 

terms than you could have imagined. We’ll make it as easy as possible for you to drive 

the BMW you want now and be able to upgrade to another BMW in the future. It makes 

perfect sense to us. After all, no one wants to see you driving a BMW more than we do.

Select from two financing options – each one multiplied  

by countless options and terms, of course.

Standard Finance:  

Our Standard Finance option is straightforward, easy and perfectly suited to many buyers. 

Competitive interest rates and contract terms from 24 to 84 months combine with a wide 

range of down payment options, and no administration charges, pay-off penalties or closing 

fees at the end of the contract. Talk about a simple yet flexible option. Sometimes the best 

choice is the obvious one.

OwnersChoice®:  

Why not have the satisfaction of owning combined with the flexibility of a lease-type 

payment schedule? With OwnersChoice you make equal monthly payments over the term 

of your contract and a payment for the remaining amount (called a balloon) at the end. During 

the contract, your equal monthly payments are much lower, allowing you to purchase more 

BMW for less money per month. The length of contract is flexible, as is the balloon amount, 

which you can pay off at any time without penalty. Much like a lease, you keep your BMW  

at the end of the contract by paying off or refinancing the balance, if you haven’t done so 

already. Total financing flexibility.

Here for you. 

If you hadn’t seriously considered financing through BMW Financial Services, admit  

it – you’re considering it now. We look forward to building your individual profile and 

calculating a customized financing plan, so you can make the most educated payment 

decision when purchasing your BMW. Talk to your Sales Consultant today, or contact us 

directly at www.BMWfinance.ca or 1-800-3000-BMW.
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